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Executive Summary
What are the current traffic arrangements?
1

The existing planning permit which was issued in 2013 allows for 120 truck movements per
day, i.e. 60 IN and 60 OUT.

2

The access was approved as a left-IN/right-IN/left-OUT uncontrolled intersection directly to
Bass Highway.

3

Exiting movements from the quarry overwhelmingly head towards Melbourne and currently
must travel south to an appropriate median opening south of Grantville to turn around and
travel towards Melbourne. In doing so, all heavy vehicles from the subject site are required to
travel through Grantville township twice.

How does the proposal change the existing traffic conditions?
4

The proposal includes the signalisation of the site access and provides an additional lane from
the quarry which will provide for right-OUT movements.

5

Melbourne bound traffic will no longer be required to travel via the Grantville township.

6

The expansion in the activity on the site will lead to an increase in the number of heavy vehicles
to the site per day.

7

In order to allow for the maximum possible, it is proposed to raise the permitted number of
truck movements to 240 per day (120 IN and 120 OUT).

What are the traffic engineering implications?
8

As a result of the proposed changes to the existing conditions, there are a number of traffic
engineering implications:
•

There is a significant safety and amenity benefit to the township of Grantville as there is a
significant reduction in the number of heavy vehicles which will travel through Grantville.

•

The travel distance for vehicles travelling toward Melbourne is reduced by 9km.

•

The need for vehicles to travel through Grantville and make an uncontrolled U-turn where
there is an appropriate treatment, will be removed. Any circumstances where U-turn
movements can be reduced or removed is in my view a significant safety benefit to the road
network.

•

The Bass Highway traffic will also be controlled by the proposed signals however, this will
only be activated when there is a vehicle turning out from the minor approaches or
pedestrian activation.

•

The signalisation will provide a formal pedestrian crossing of Bass Highway which will
allow for pedestrians to safely access the existing bus stop locations.
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There will be an improved level of function for the Bass Highway Service Road on the west
side of the highway. As part of the signalisation of the intersection, the Service Road will be
controlled and provided with a turning phase which will allow for safer turning movements
towards Grantville.

Summary of Opinions
9

Having undertaken traffic engineering assessments of the Amended Planning Permit No.
120388-1, I am of the opinion that:
a) the expansion and increase in activity at the quarry is an appropriate time to revisit the
introduction of a signalised access at Bass Highway,
b) the provision of a signalised access with Bass Highway will provide significant safety
improvements, namely:
–

Removal of up to 120 current truck movements through Granville township daily,

–

Control of right turn movements into the site,

–

Control of egress from the Bass Highway service road (west side) allowing safe right
turn movements towards Grantville, and

–

Traffic signal controlled pedestrian crossing for the bus stop on the eastern side of the
highway,

c) the draft permit conditions relating to the Functional Layout Plan should be amended to be
generally in accordance with Traffix Group Drawing Number 23730-01-01 Rev A dated 9 Feb
2021, and
d) there are no traffic engineering reasons why the application for the amended permit for the
proposed quarry expansion at 1381 Bass Highway, Grantville, should not be granted.

Qualifications and Experience
10

Appendix A contains a statement setting out my qualifications and experience, and the other
maters raised by “Planning Panels Victoria – Planning Panels – Expert Evidence”.

11

Appendix B contains my CV.
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Subject Site
12

The subject site is located on the east side of Bass Highway, as shown in Figure 1 below.

Subject Site

Figure 1: Locality Map

13

Reproduced with permission from Melway Publishing Pty Ltd

The subject site is currently operated by Dandy Premix Pty Ltd for the quarrying of sand and the
production of construction sands.
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Amended Planning Permit No. 120388-1
14

Dandy Premix have lodged an application to amend the planning permit which affects its
Grantville Quarry site at 1381-1395 Bass Highway in Grantville.

15

The amended planning application includes the following changes:
•

expand current pit and establish a new pit on the site, including vegetation removal;

•

to deepen the existing pit below the water table;

•

to set up a sand washing and slime dewatering facility;

•

use of the groundwater under licence;

•

increase truck movements to a maximum of 240 movements per day;

•

extend quarry product loading and dispatch operating hours 6am to 10pm Monday to Friday
and 6am to 4pm on Saturdays1; and

•

install traffic signals on Bass Highway to allow right-OUT movements from the quarry site.

16

A copy of the amended site plan is attached at Appendix C.

17

As part of the town planning application, a traffic report was prepared by Traffix Group
(G27370R-01D, see Tab 23 of the Hearing Book). The traffic report covered all material relating
to the traffic generation, and impact and included a draft design for the signalised intersection
layout.

18

A more detailed and up to date intersection design has now been prepared by Traffix Group
(Drawing Number 23730-01-01 Rev A dated 9 February 2021) which shows exactly how the
signalisation of the intersection would tie in with the existing intersection configuration and is
attached at Appendix D.

1

Outside of quarry operating hours, I understand that it the Water Clarifier/Thickener, Mud Buffer Tank and Dewatering Belt
Press will operate until 2am Monday to Friday and 10pm on Saturdays.
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Objections
19

The proposal has been subject to a number of objections, many of which have submitted
written submissions as part of the Panel hearing. I have reviewed all of the submissions and
summarised the traffic engineering elements.

20

My response to each of the traffic engineering concerns raised in the various submissions is
provided below.
Issue

21

Safety concerns from increased truck movements
Response

22

I have reviewed the crash history information for the most recently available five year period (1st
Jan 2015 to 31st December 2019) within 600m of the access point to the Dandy Premix quarry
site.

23

In the review period, it has been found that there were two recorded crashes with the details
provided in Table 1 below.
Table 1: Crash History Review

Location

Date

Time

Conditions

Severity

DCA Code &
Description

Bass Highway
– 257m
southwest of
Bonney Road

Friday 24th
11:30am
August 2018

Day, Clear
and Dry

Serious

133 – Lane
Side Swipe
(Vehicles in
Parallel
Lanes)

Bass Highway
at Blackwood
Drive

Saturday
30th April
2016

Dark, Clear,
Dry

Serious

104 –
Pedestrian
Walking with
traffic

8:55pm

24

There is no pattern of incidents in the crash history data to suggest that there is a safety issue
on Bass Highway in the vicinity of the subject site. I understand that neither accident involved
heavy vehicles.

25

Accordingly, there is no traffic engineering evidence to suggest that that an increase in the
number of vehicle movements to/from the subject site will create a safety hazard.
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Issue
26

Changes to traffic movements from the installation of signals may be a safety hazard.
Response

27

28

The signals will provide significant safety improvements, namely:•

Removal of up to 120 current truck movements through Granville township daily,

•

Control of right turn movements into the site,

•

Control of egress from the Bass Highway service road (west side) allowing safe right turn
movements towards Grantville2, and

•

Traffic signal controlled pedestrian crossing for the bus stop on the eastern side of the
highway.

I believe these improvements far outweigh any potential safety issues with the signal
installation.
Issue

29

Increased traffic congestion.
Response

30

The proposal will allow for up to an additional 120 vehicle trips to/from the subject site per day.

31

On average this equates to an additional trip every eight minutes. This level of additional traffic
is considered to be marginal and would not have any adverse impacts to the operation of the
road network.

32

Significantly, the number of traffic movements through the intersection will only increase by
one third. The current intersection arrangement has vehicles turn left-IN, left-OUT and the travel
back through the intersection after undertaking a U-turn on the south side of Grantville
township (60 IN, 60 OUT and 60 back through).

33

The proposed intersection arrangement will allow for 120 movements IN and 120 movements
OUT.

34

I have undertaken a SIDRA assessment of the proposed access arrangement which shows that
the intersection will operate with a low degree of saturation, short delays, short queues and
with a Level of Service A for the Bass Highway. These key outputs indicate that there will not
be any adverse traffic impacts.
Issue

35

Increased risk of traffic accidents.
Response

36

As detailed above, there is no pattern of traffic accidents on Bass Highway in the vicinity of the
subject site and the proposed signalised access will provide a safer operational environment
for vehicles and pedestrians.
2

The Bass Highway Service Road egress opposite the quarry access only serves a relatively small number of residential allotments.
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Issue
37

Traffic lights on Bass Highway are unnecessary.
Response

38

The vast majority of traffic exiting the site has a destination which lies to the north of the
subject site. It is therefore illogical and inefficient to require all traffic to exit the site and travel
south, through the township of Grantville and then turn around, to travel back through Grantville
towards Melbourne.

39

Even under existing conditions, traffic signals are highly desirable.

40

The increase in activity at the site is an appropriate time to revisit the provision of signals.
While it can be argued that the access could continue to operate without signals, in my view,
traffic signals represent the most desirable access arrangement for the site as it is not
appropriate for the site trucks to travel to Melbourne via Grantville.

41

The signals are necessary to resolve this situation.
Issue

42

Increased difficulty getting in and out of Deep Creek Street from both directions.
Response

43

Access to Deep Creek Street is not expected to significantly change from the current
arrangement. When Bass Highway has a green phase from the proposed signals, vehicles to
and from Deep Creek Street will turn in and out as they currently do. The only additional traffic
which they would need to give way to is the additional eight truck movements in an hour. This
is unlikely to cause any adverse impacts.

44

When traffic on Bass Highway is stopped to allow vehicles to turn out of the Dandy Premix
quarry, gaps will be created from the stopped traffic conditions.

45

Significantly, vehicles exiting Deep Creek Street to head towards Granville are able to stage
their turn by using the median. The signals will slow traffic and create gaps to assist such
movements.

46

I do not believe that there will be any significant change to the movement of vehicles to or from
Deep Creek Street as a result of the proposed application.
Issue

47

All traffic on Bass Highway will be forced to stop and start with the proposed new traffic
signals.
Response

48

The proposed signalised access to Dandy Premix quarry will only stop traffic on Bass Highway
when the signals are activated.

49

At all other times, the Bass Highway will be running unimpeded. Accordingly, it is likely that
most of the through traffic on Bass Highway would be unaffected by the signalisation of the
intersection.
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Issue
50

The proposed traffic lights will create long queues and delays.
Response

51

I have reviewed the traffic impact assessment that accompanied the town planning application.
It shows that the 95th percentile queue on either approach on Bass Highway was five vehicles
long with an average delay to Bass Highway traffic of 3.6 seconds.

52

Accordingly, I am of the view that the queues and delays are within acceptable limits and will
not adversely impact the operation of the intersection or road network.
Issue

53

The estimation of 15 truck movements an hour is an average and the peak could be worse. The
application does not assess the peak.
Response

54

Based on a 16 hour work day, I agree that the average number of truck movements associated
with the Dandy Premix quarry is 15 per hour. (I note that even if the number of vehicle
movements were doubled in the peak, there would not be any material impact on the capacity
or the operation of the signals.)
Issue

55

The additional truck movements will have significant wear and tear on the road.
Response

56

While it is true that the design of road pavement is generally based on truck traffic (axle loads),
the increase as a result of this application is not significant. DoT will require any necessary
pavement works as part of the detail design approval process.
Issue

57

The existing road infrastructure is unsafe and the proposed increase in truck movements will
exacerbate the present issue.
Response

58

There is no accident history to suggest that the existing road infrastructure is unsafe or that
any additional traffic would create a safety issue.
Issue

59

The speed limit must change from 100km/h to at least 80km/h to provide a safer arrangement
on Bass Highway in the vicinity of the proposed signalised intersection.
Response

60

I understand that the introduction of signals will be accompanied by a reduction in the speed
limit to 80km/h.

61

This would occur as an extension of the existing 80km/h zone to the north of Grantville to a
location to the north of the signals.
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Issue
62

The traffic signals must be coordinated with the current traffic signals in Grantville with suitable
advance warning indicators.
Response

63

I agree that advanced warning indicators should be installed on the north approach to the
intersection so as to alert oncoming motorists that the signals have been activated and they
will need to be prepared to stop.

64

I believe that it is impractical to link the proposed signals to the existing signals in Grantville.
Issue

65

Was a roundabout considered instead of the traffic signals?
Response

66

67

A roundabout was not considered to be a suitable access arrangement for the quarry for a
number of reasons including:•

the required size of the roundabout which would involve the loss of native vegetation,

•

the impact (slowing) of all the Bass Highway traffic,

•

the inability to appropriately link the Bass Highway service road egress, and

•

the lack of pedestrian crossing facilities.

The proposed signalised access arrangement represents the most suitable control for the
quarry access.

Council’s Draft Conditions
68

Council proposed draft permit conditions at its 17 February 2021 meeting.

69

I do not object to any of the traffic engineering related conditions that are suggested as part of
any approved permit but note conditions relating to the Functional Layout Plan should be
amended to refer to Traffix Group Drawing Number 23730-01-01 Rev A dated 9 Feb 2021, copy
attached at Appendix D.
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Addressing the Brief
70

The briefing letter provided to me by Equipe Lawyers dated 4 February 2021 requests that I
form a view and address several matters and questions.

71

My response to these matters is provided below.
Briefing Item 1

72

The traffic context of the Subject Land, including the existing quarry access and current truck
routes and movements.
Response

73

The existing traffic context of the subject land including access, truck routes and movements
are provided at Paragraphs 1-4 of this evidence statement and are the starting point for my
assessments.
Briefing Item 2

74

The traffic impact of the Proposed Further Development, including its anticipated traffic
movements, traffic routes and changes to the access arrangements, in particular the proposal to
install traffic signals.
Response

75

These matters are addressed as part of the traffic engineering report prepared by Traffix Group
which accompanied the application and is provided at Tab 23 of the Hearing Book.
Briefing Item 3

76

Whether the Proposed Further Development will cause any unreasonable impacts on the safety
or operation of the local traffic network.
Response

77

I have undertaken a safety review of the proposed further development having regard to
existing incidents on the local road network as presented in Paragraphs 21-25 of this evidence.
There is no pattern of incidents in the crash history data to suggest that there is a safety issue
on Bass Highway in the vicinity of the subject site and I see no reason why the additional heavy
vehicle traffic that may be generated would cause any adverse safety or operational impacts.
Briefing Item 4

78

Any benefits of the changes proposed to the access arrangements.
Response

79

The benefits of the changes proposed to the access arrangement at Bass Highway are
provided at Paragraph 27 of this evidence.
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Briefing Item 5
80

Whether the proposed access arrangements are appropriate.
Response

81

The appropriateness of the access arrangements is addressed at Paragraphs 38-41 of this
evidence statement. In my view, traffic signals represent the most desirable access
arrangement for the site.
Briefing Item 6

82

Any issues raised in the objections to the Amendment Application that are within your expertise.
Response

83

All traffic engineering issues raised by the objections to the amendment application are
summarised and addressed at Paragraphs 19-67 above.
Briefing Item 7

84

Having regard to the above, any potential amenity impacts associated with the Proposed Further
Development and whether these are reasonable.
Response

85

Assessments of the overall amenity impacts falls outside my area of expertise.
Briefing Item 8

86

The issues set out in Paragraphs 6 and 19 of the Directions (which our client must address in a
Part A and a Part B submission) to the extent within your expertise.
Response

87

There are no traffic engineering related issues set out in Paragraphs 6 or 19 of the Directions.
Briefing Item 9

88

Any other traffic matters you consider relevant to the assessment of the Proposed Further
Development.
Response

89

The traffic engineering related matters are addressed throughout this evidence statement.
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Conclusions
90

Having undertaken traffic engineering assessments of the Amended Planning Permit No.
120388-1, I am of the opinion that:
a) the expansion and increase in activity at the quarry is an appropriate time to revisit the
introduction of a signalised access at Bass Highway,
b) the provision of a signalised access with Bass Highway will provide significant safety
improvements, namely:
–

Removal of up to 120 truck movements through Granville township daily,

–

Control of right turn movements into the site,

–

Control of egress from the Bass Highway service road allowing safe right turn
movements towards Grantville, and

–

Traffic signal controlled pedestrian crossing for the bus stop on the eastern side of the
highway,

c) the draft permit conditions relating to the Functional Layout Plan should be amended to be
generally in accordance with Traffix Group Drawing Number 23730-01-01 Rev A dated 9 Feb
2021, and
d) there are no traffic engineering reasons why the application for the amended permit for the
proposed quarry expansion at 1381 Bass Highway, Grantville, should not be granted.

I have made all the inquiries that I believe are desirable and appropriate and there are no matters
of significance which I regard as relevant which, to the best of my knowledge, have been withheld
from the Panel.

HENRY H TURNBULL, RFD
B.E.(Civil), M.I.E.Aust., M.I.T.E., F.V.P.E.L.A.
4th March 2021
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Statement of Witness
Name
Henry Hume Turnbull
Position
Principal Consultant, Traffix Group
Address
Level 28, 459 Collins Street
MELBOURNE
VICTORIA 3000
Qualifications
My qualifications and membership of professional associations are as follows:•

Bachelor of Civil Engineering, University of Melbourne

•

Life Member, Institute of Transportation Engineers

•

Member, Institution of Engineers, Australia

•

Life Fellow, Victorian Planning & Environmental Law Association

Experience
I have approximately 44 years’ experience in Engineering including:
•

ten years Country Roads Board of Victoria,

•

two years with TTM Consulting, and

•

thirty-two years with Turnbull Fenner Pty Ltd/Traffix Group Pty Ltd.

Additional activities and appointments include:•

Sessional member, Planning Panels Victoria (1982-2017)

•

Member, Priority Development Panel (2004 - 2010)

•

Councillor, Shire of Euroa (1980-1983)
Shire President (1982-1983)

•

President, Victorian Planning and Environmental Law Association (1999-2002)
Life Fellow, Victorian Planning and Environmental Law Association (2003)

•

Bail Justice (Victoria)
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Area of Expertise
I have substantial experience and expertise in major road design and construction, contract
administration, road construction material and construction methods, development impact
assessment, including traffic generation and parking generation characteristics, traffic
management and general traffic engineering, road safety and transportation planning.
I was a member of the former Ministers for Planning Advisory Committees making a review of
Clause 52.06 (Car Parking) that led to changes being incorporated into the scheme on 5th
June, 2012.
Disclosure of Interests
Neither Henry Turnbull nor Traffix Group have any private relationship with any parties
involved in this Amendment. Both have worked with the various consultants and the Bass
Coast Shire Council on a number of other projects in the past.
These involvements have not impacted on my ability to provide impartial Expert Evidence to
the Panel.
Engagement and Scope of Report
I was retained by Equipe Lawyers on behalf of Dandy Premix in February 2021 to undertake
traffic engineering assessments and prepare traffic evidence in relation to amended Planning
Permit No. 120388-1, which seeks to expand the existing operation of the Dandy Premix
quarry site in Grantville.
Facts and Assumptions
As detailed in evidence.
Reference Documents
I have reviewed the following documents as part of my assessment:
•

Briefing letter from Equipe Lawyers (dated 4th February 2021),

•

Copies of all relevant documents set out in the Hearing Book Index (including Traffix
Group’s traffic engineering report [G23730R-01D]),

•

Relevant sections of the Bass Coast Planning Scheme, and

•

Relevant experience.

Summary of Opinions
See Conclusions section of the evidence statement.
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Identity of Persons Undertaking Work
Henry H Turnbull as per the evidence statement.
Daniel Milder (Senior Traffic Engineer, Traffix Group) assisted with preparation of the
evidence report.
Report Completeness
Final report.
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Henry Turnbull
Principal Consultant

Henry Turnbull is the founding principal of Traffix Group.
Henry is highly regarded in the transport planning and traffic
management industry for his specialist expertise and substantial
experience. This includes metropolitan and regional traffic
engineering, as well as transport planning at the strategic and
development levels.
His experience and expertise in planning projects puts him in demand
as an expert witness at the Victorian Civil Appeals Tribunal and
Planning Panels.

Professional History

Areas of Expertise

Traffix Group

Since 1988

TTM Consulting Pty Ltd

1986 to 1988

Miller Huthwaite Ltd/
Peat Marwick Hungerfords

1982 to 1986

Country Roads Board

1972 to 1982

Transport Planning (Traffic Impact Assessments):
•

Preparation of Traffic Impact Assessment Reports (TIAR) and Evidence for
presentation at VCAT and Planning Panels for a range of land-use
developments.

•

Other significant commissions include co-ordination of a development
contribution plan for the City of Maribyrnong including extensive traffic
investigations and assessments, preparation of Parking Precinct Plans, and
TAC funding strategies and priority assessment for VicRoads – Northern
Region.

•

Preparation of transport planning studies and Integrated Travel Plans
including consideration of sustainable transport modes and green travel
plans, pedestrian access, bicycle paths, parking and access to public
transport.

Life Member, Institute of Transportation
Engineers Australia

•

Provision of advice on traffic engineering and transport planning issues for
major infrastructure projects for government and private clients.

Member, institution of Engineers Australia

•

Life Fellow, Victorian Planning and
Environmental Law Association (VPELA)

Extensive stakeholder interaction and consultation with community bodies on
technical transport issues and project planning issues.

•

Management of numerous other projects including local and district
management studies, heavy vehicle route assessments, pedestrians safety
research, public transport passenger surveys and route studies, property
rezoning and health care projects.

Qualifications
Bachelor of Civil Engineering,
Melbourne University

Affiliations

Significant Appointments
Sessional Member Planning Panels Victoria
(1982 – 2017)
Member Priority Development Panel
(2004 – 2010)

Strategic Planning & Statutory Planning
•

Regularly appointed as a Planning Panel member by the Minister for
Planning with over thirty years’ experience as a sessional Planning Panel
member. Relevant major Panels and Advisory Committees include
Armstrong Creek Urban Framework Plan, Armstrong Creek North East
Industrial Precinct Structure Plan, Traralgon Bypass, Webb Dock EES and
Melbourne Airport Rail Link.

•

Served successive Governments on Advisory Committees to assist with
policy development, including the Priority Development Panel Steering
Committee on the development of Practice Notes for Parking Precinct
Plans, and the Advisory Committee reviewing Clause 52.06 Carparking in
the VPPs.

•

Significant experience and expertise in the provision of traffic engineering
and transport planning advice to support the development of structure
plans, site/precinct plans and development contributions plans.

Member Growth Areas Authority Expert Panels
for Urban Planning and Urban Design
(Appointed 2010)

Key Activities
Councillor, Shire of Euroa (1980 – 1983) (Shire
President, 1982 – 1983)
President, VPELA (1999 – 2002)
Bail Justice (Victoria)
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